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Why Acres is against Resorts World Sentosa's
dolphin plan

2010 is International Year of
Biodiversity!

latest global news

Sunday Times 21 Aug 11;

Indonesia: Jambi Villagers Fight to
Save Their Forests

I refer to the editorial last Sunday ('Activists going too far?').

Thailand: Small bite of victory in bid to
save sharks

It is true that the various Sea Worlds in the United States feature

'Stemcell zoo' could save endangered
species: study

dolphins. But in the late 1980s, facilities in the US implemented a
voluntary moratorium on the collection of bottlenose dolphins from the
wild, and this remains in place.
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Resorts World Sentosa (RWS) has gone against this progressive

Quenching Singapore's thirst

New Shark Species Found in Taiwan
Food Market
Black Reefs?When the Ship Hits the
Reef

Best of our wild blogs: 4 Sep 11

60% of deforested Amazon used for
cattle: study

Best of our wild blogs: 3 Sep 11

25 dolphins bound for China

Part of KTM railway land to be
reopened

Hong Kong drops plan to import rare
whales

RWS, which has failed to live up to its promises.

Teens' passion to volunteer wanes
with adult burdens

New ?Demon? Bat Species Found in
Vietnam

Despite stating that 'its dolphin enclosure will 'far exceed' internationally

Best of our wild blogs: 2 Sep 11

recognised minimum space requirements for the animals', RWS housed

Take a hundred-year view of floods

Sri Lankan elephant numbers are
'healthy': survey

the wild-caught dolphins in small, rusty enclosures in Langkawi for almost

KL delays eviction of storage oil
tankers at Johor Strait

movement and bought dolphins captured from the wild in the Solomon
Islands.
The Animal Concerns Research and Education Society (Acres) launched
its campaign following almost five years of closed-door discussions with

a year and two dolphins died there.

Culling bats won?t curb virus

Best of our wild blogs: 1 Sep 11

New Wasp Species Discovered in
Indonesia Shocks Scientists

are not calling for the closure of the Marine Life Park. We are simply

Singapore incinerates seized reptile
skins from Indonesia

Endangered hawksbill turtles make a
surprise appearance

calling for RWS to focus on housing species which can cope with

Best of our wild blogs: 31 Aug 11

captivity, to focus on ethical animal acquisitions and run an attraction that
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Global protests against Japan dolphin
hunt

Reconstruction at Alexandra canal to
prevent floods

Weak La Nina Possible In 2011, No
Chance Of El Nino: WMO

Why typhoon is not likely to hit
Singapore

Computers To Pinpoint Wild Weather
Forecasts

Best of our wild blogs: 29 Aug 11

U.N. Climate Boss Says Durban Talks
Can Deliver

Acres and the over 670,000 people who have joined us in this campaign

can play a proper role in education and conservation.
Louis Ng
Executive Director
Animal Concerns Research
and Education Society
Activists going too far?
Sunday Times 14 Aug 11;
Three months ago, local animal protection group Animal Concerns
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Counting birds is no flight of fancy

Research and Education Society (Acres) launched a protest campaign
against Resort World Sentosa's (RWS) plan to exhibit wild-caught

more singapore news

dolphins in its Marine Life Park. It has since attracted 13,800 supporters
to its cause.
Now, also joining cause with Acres, two American online activist groups,

Indonesia: When Will We Cash In on
the Carbon Trade?
more global news

signatures from members around the world, including Singaporeans.
They want RWS to free the 25 dolphins which were caught off the
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Solomon Islands, near Papua New Guinea.

$11m in funds to help protect forests

A key player in the protests is 'born again' dolphin rescuer Ric O'Barry,

Oyster gardeners aim to revive ailing
U.S. Chesapeake Bay
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Avaaz and Change.org, have collected a total of nearly 800,000
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who in the 1960s trained the five dolphins which collectively played
Flipper in the hit TV series which helped create a fascination among
viewers worldwide with the marine mammal. The 72-year-old has offered
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weak renewable energy policies
MIT Concrete Sustainability Hub
reports

his help to RWS to rehabilitate the dolphins and release them to the wild.

SEC approves guidelines for listing of
energy firms

Last Wednesday, a spokesman for RWS said the 25 dolphins kept

Australia’s first desal discovery centre
to open on September 4

meanwhile in the Philippines are thriving. She contended that 'despite
contrary claims, the track record for marine mammal releases is patchy at
best'.

The 6th China Qingdao International
Building Energy Saving &
Renewable Energy Utilization Fair

Both Mr O'Barry and the New York-based Avaaz warned RWS that it

Corporate Sustainability Course

should not underestimate 'people power' in the thwarting of its plan. But

Private, public sector not moving fast
enough on water crisis

why haven't the activists push their cause against Sea World, the
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American chain of oceanariums and water parks, the impartial observer
may ask. The various Sea Worlds in the United States and the one on the

subscribe
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Gold Coast in Australia all feature dolphins. It isn't clear to us why RWS
has been singled out for attention when there are so many other similar
attractions elsewhere operating for so long.
On its part, it would help RWS' cause if it made sure that it abides by and even exceeds - the international norms set for oceanariums. In doing
so, it will eventually win the goodwill of the public, if not the animal
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activists.
RWS responds to dolphin claims
Sunday Times 28 Aug 11;
I refer to last Sunday's letter 'Why Acres is against RWS' dolphin plan' by

asia is green
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Given the inaccuracies in Mr Ng's letter, allow me to set the record
straight. At the time we announced our plans for the Marine Life Park, we
initiated a face-to-face dialogue with Acres. Clearly, both parties met on
common ground in that we put the welfare of the animals above all else.
Till today, we remain open to collaboration with Acres on education with
regard to marine animals, including that of the dolphins in our care. We
are puzzled by Mr Ng's allegation of our failure 'to live up to (our)
promises', as these meetings had ended somewhat inconclusively, with
our agreement to disagree.
In recent weeks, Acres has gone on various public platforms with further
inaccurate statements pertaining to our dolphins, despite our numerous
clarifications and presentation of facts.
These allegations range from the inaccurate - that we are planning to
keep our animals at our 'spa' - to the sensational - such as our animals
dying in an 'ordeal'. We have posted our replies to these charges on our
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Mr Louis Ng of the Animal Concerns Research and Education Society
(Acres).
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RWS can do nothing other than
release the dolphins... - August 21,
2011 - Anonymous
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Over the last three years, Resorts World Sentosa has taken an active role
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in promoting sustainable sharks-finning, saved corals, funded antipoaching patrolling in the Galapagos Islands, and established the Marine
Life Fund for marine conservation projects.
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We recently announced a tie-up with the Sea Research Foundation to
bring the world-renowned Jason Project and its educational programmes
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to Singapore.
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Members of our Marine Life Park team are devoting their lives and career
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to learning about and caring for their charges and are no different from
many animal lovers.
Krist Boo (Ms)
Senior vice-president, Communications
Resorts World Sentosa
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1 COMMENTS:
Anonymous said...
RWS can do nothing other than release the dolphins if it wants to
gain the goodwill of the public, simply because the company has
made marine conservation one of its core CSR strategies. Thus,
but keeping the dolphins the company is acting directly counter its
own promisses, and in it looses credibility. To gain the trust of the
public it has to act according to its own princibles or be deemed
dishonest and deceiving!
AUGUST 21, 2011 10:30 AM
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In the end, we conserve only what we love. We will love only what we understand. We will understand only what we are taught - Baba Dioum
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